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The laminar structure of the cortex has previously been explored both in non-human primates and human sub-25 jects using high-resolution functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). However, whether the spatial speci-26 ficity of the blood-oxygenation-level-dependent (BOLD) fMRI is sufficiently high to reveal lamina specific 27 organization in the cortex reliably is still unclear. In this study we demonstrate for the first time the detection 28 of such layer-specific activation in awake monkeys at the spatial resolution of 200×200×1000 μm 3 in a vertical 29 4.7 T scanner. Results collected in trained monkeys are high in contrast-to-noise ratio and low in motion artifacts.
30 Isolation of laminar activation was aided by choosing the optimal slice orientation and thickness using a novel 31 pial vein pattern analysis derived from optical imaging. We found that the percent change of GE-BOLD signal 32 is the highest at a depth corresponding to layer IV. Changes in the middle layers (layer IV) were 30% greater 33 than changes in the top layers (layers I-III), and 32% greater than the bottom layers (layers V/VI). The laminar 34 distribution of BOLD signal correlates well with neural activity reported in the literature. Our results suggest 35 that the high intrinsic spatial resolution of GE-BOLD signal is sufficient for mapping sub-millimeter functional
Introduction
44
The ability to identify laminar-specific functional activation with fMRI 45 methods would add considerably to our abilities to study cortical func-46 tion. For example, the signature for feed forward activation is greater ac-tivation in the middle layers, while that for feedback activation is marked
To date, studies acquired with gradient-echo (GE) sequences, the 78 most popular sequences used in fMRI, have found the strongest BOLD 79 responses at the surface of the brain in V1. This is true both for anesthe-80 tized monkeys (Goense and Logothetis, 2006; Goense et al., 2007;  the exposed brain. Animals were given at least 2 weeks to recover 138 from surgeries. Tran y , and one rotational movement) or a 3D rigid body model with The functional contrast-to-noise ratios were obtained by calculating
217
the difference between the conditions with and without stimulation 218 divided by the standard deviation of the difference.
219
Results
220
The optimal voxel size in awake monkey fMRI
221
The smallest voxel size that can be used in fMRI is limited by both 222 the image SNR (Edelstein et al., 1986) low spatial specificity (Frahm et al., 1994; Yu et al., 2012) , achieving Lu et al., 2010; Ts'o et al., 1990) .
272
We then examined the effect of taking slices oriented parallel and per- bottom) led to a further 50% increase (to 64%) of vein-free voxels 285 (Fig. 2E) . Fig. 2F We trained monkeys with a paradigm that achieves extremely low 307 head motion. Briefly, as reward-related body motion is one of the 308 major sources of motion artifacts in awake monkeys (Pfeuffer et al., 309 2007), increasing the duration between rewards can greatly reduce 310 the body motion (Chen et al., 2012a) . We trained monkeys to perform 311 continuously for a few hours on a visual fixation task with 20 second in-312 tervals between fluid rewards (Fig. 3A) . To evaluate the image quality, 
Q2
of three slices: two of them are perpendicular to the lunate sulcus (slice #3, pink rectangle, 1 mm thick slice; and slice #2, gray rectangle, 2 mm thick slice), and the third one is parallel to the lunate sulcus (slice #1, blue rectangle, 2 mm thick slice). The surface vessel patterns within these three slices are shown enlarged in (E). At the bottom of each panel are shown voxels (200 μm in-plane resolution) with (green) and without (white) large surface vein content. The percentages of pial vein containing voxels are 84%, 60, and 36% for slice #1 (n = 110), #2 (n = 104), and #3 (n = 135), respectively. (F) In
Q3
the three types of slices, the distribution of number of slices with different pial vein content. Slices perpendicular to the lunate sulcus with 1 mm in thickness (Slice #3 type) have the smallest percentage of venous voxel. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)
Another way to evaluate the quality of functional imaging is to esti- (layer IV, cortical depth 500 to 900 μm). The third region contained 372 the deep layers (layers V and VI, cortical depth 1100 to 1400 μm).
373
These three regions are indicated in red, green and blue, respectively, 374 in Fig. 5A . We Q4 found that the averaged activations to the checker- human subjects (Fig. 1A) . The maximum attainable temporal SNR was ical and thermal noise approach 1. Therefore, using our 2-cm coil setup in 462 awake monkeys in a 4.7 T magnet, we find that the optimal voxel size is The slice is 1 mm in thickness and is oriented perpendicular both to the surface of the cortex and the lunate sulcus (roughly sagittal). Color scale: intensity of signal change. The large signal changes are located within the lunate sulcus and cortical surface associated with large veins (green arrows). The layer-specific activation of layer IV is indicated by a white arrow. (C) The average percentage change of seven sessions from two monkeys as a function of cortical depth. The maximal activation is located on the cortical surface. Top layers are not significantly more activated than middle layers (p = 0.07). Vertical lines: approximate boundaries of superficial, middle, and deep cortical layers. Yellow shading: 95% confidence level. Scale bar: 5 mm. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)
Due to hardware limitations, the thickness of slices used in this 
494
In the study, the ability to achieve high SNR and CNR permits us to 495 achieve high spatial resolution and visualize laminar structure. In representing the 2-3 mm depth of the gray matter (Koopmans et al., 499 2010; Polimeni et al., 2010; Ress et al., 2007) . To infer detailed 500 layer-specific information, interpolation techniques must be used to 501 increase the nominal spatial resolution. However, such interpolation 502 may introduce additional artifacts (Koopmans et al., 2010; Wald et al., 503 2006) . In this study, we avoided such complications by collecting with 
510
Reduction of animal movement
511
Another major source of noise in high resolution fMRI in awake sub-512 jects is the motion artifact related to subtle head movement; this often 513 causes blurring of layer-specific activation and a loss of data at edges.
514
Motion correction may remove some of the large head movement related 515 artifact. However, the potential problems related to spatial interpolation 516 will be introduced due to re-sampling inherent in the image registration 517 algorithm. To avoid these complications, we designed a customized head 518 restraint system to control large head motion, and trained monkeys to 519 keep their head still (Chen et al., 2012a) . Results reported here were ac-520 quired after subjects received intensive training to adapt to MR environ-521 ment and keep their head movement to a minimum during the MR scans.
522
This resulted in displacements much smaller than the voxel size ( Fig. 3B   523 and Supplementary Fig. 2 ), rendering motion correction unnecessary.
524
Therefore, compared to previous studies, the functional specificity of 525 BOLD signal can be estimated more precisely.
526
Removal of large veins reveals high spatial specificity of BOLD
527
Prior to this study, it was unknown whether fMRI is sufficient to 528 achieve sub-millimeter functional specificity in awake subjects. Previous However, we believe these are likely to be overestimates of the true PSF.
537
As demonstrated by the pial vein pattern analysis in this study, we ). Scale bar: 5 mm. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)
in-plane resolution of 1500 × 1500 μm veins, the activations in the top layer were only slightly higher (~10%) 551 than those in the middle layer (Fig. 4) with previous studies (Goense et al., 2007; Smirnakis et al., 2007;  at the pial surface and decreases monotonically with cortical depth. In 558 contrast, the vein-free component (Fig. 5C ) exhibited clear laminar 559 specificity, with the highest activation in layer IV.
560
Partial volume effects can also reduce the mean intensity value of 561 voxels located close to the edge of the brain. As a consequence, the 562 estimates of superficial activation can be artificially inflated. One meth-
563
od to compensate for this bias is to calculate the relative BOLD signal 564 change with the mean intensity of the voxel taken into consideration 565 (Koopmans et al., 2010) . Supplementary Fig. 3 shows depth profiles cal-566 culated with this method. The results were z-normalized to account for 567 inter-session differences in the cortical intensity. We found that the Fig. 3B ). This indi-
576
cates that some of these strong activations from superficial cortical re-577 gions may be artifacts related to the partial volume effect. Large voxel 578 size may further exaggerate this type of artificial inflation.
579
These findings suggest that the failure of most previous studies to 580 visualize functional laminar activation in V1 may be due to the com-581 bined partial volume effect related to large voxel size and effects from 582 large draining veins on the cortical surface and within the gray matter.
583
As our study is able to identify laminar specific activation, it suggests 584 that the functional spatial specificity of GE-BOLD signal is better than 585 0.5 mm.
586
In summary, we have demonstrated that the spatial specificity of 587 GE-BOLD has a spatial resolution of less than half a millimeter. This 588 is significantly higher than that attained in previous studies and
589
close to results acquired with contrast agents in anesthetized animals 590 (Smirnakis et al., 2007; Zhao et al., 2006) . This improves the potential 591 for GE-BOLD based fMRI for detecting functional activation at the 592 sub-millimeter scale in awake subjects, a capability that has useful 593 application for studying in vivo laminar activation in normal subjects 594 and in subjects with cortical pathologies. 
